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A note from the interviewer, SarahMcGavran

Michelle Lisa Herman and I met at the artist’s solo exhibitionAlready, Never, Bet-

ter, Faster, Stronger at the Stone Tower Gallery (Glen Echo, Maryland, USA) in

February 2022.

I was especially drawn to Let’s Talk Art, an artist’s book composed of com-

pletelymanufacturedoral history interviewswithfictiveartists.Hermangenerated

the texts using the Generative Pretrained Transformer 2 (GPT2) open-source

artificial intelligence (AI) software, having ‘trained’ it using a publicly available

online database of oral history artist interviews from the 20th and 21st centuries.

Through unintentionally funny software-generated prose, the book highlights

art world clichés while emphasising the experiences of white male artists, just

like the original interviews. Even the table of contentsmakes this clear (see the

video).
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Figure 1 Let’s Talk Art byMichelle Lisa Herman, 2020. Animated video and

artist’s book (written in collaboration with machine learning software).¹ For the

full text, please visit https://youtu.be/xD67_FRsnM0. ©Michelle Lisa Herman

As an art historian specialising in gender and as amuseumeditorwho strives to

make academic research accessible to wider audiences through engaging prose,

I felt resonance with Herman’s purpose. The project also sparkedmy curiosity:

there are many ways to assess omissions in the art world, including historical

research, statistical analysis of artists or subjects represented in museum or

archival collections (like the set of interviews Herman drew from), andmuseum

visitor and staff demographics.² To learn more about what this unconventional

method for analysing oral history artist interviews would add to the conversa-

tion, I asked if Herman would be willing to do a ‘meta-interview’ about Let’s Talk

Art.

During Herman’s residency at the University of the Arts Bremen, we spoke

over Zoom about the artist’s experiences in the fields of art and tech, the process

behind Let’s Talk Art, and the larger issues it raises. The structure follows a tra-

ditional artist interview, where the initial questions focus on the artist. We have

edited the interview transcript for clarity and concision.

https://doi.org/10.57031/culcal.v1i1.12192
https://youtu.be/xD67_FRsnM0
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Meet the artist

SarahMcGavran: Before we delve into Let’s Talk Art, I’d like to explore your per-

spective and the larger social and cultural contexts your work addresses. How do

your experiences related to gender and disability as amultimedia artist – and in

your work as a part-time web professional – inform Let’s Talk Art?

Michelle L. Herman: I think being a woman, and then particularly a womanwith

disabilities workingwith technology, there are a lot of what I call ‘barriers to entry’.

This is true of both the art and tech worlds. I’ve worked with technology in my

artistic practice, but then I also make a living as a web professional, and I think

that these barriers really apply there as well. In addition to the added obstacles

to entering these spaces that marginalised groups face, once you’re in, you’re

continually being pushed out. For example, my knowledge and abilities are often

discounted, particularly by men. I’ve overheard comments made about whether I

coulduseakeyboardwithmyphysical disability andhadcolleaguesmakeassump-

tions about my technical abilities. This happens tomemuchmore often than to

mymale counterparts. And it’s often harder to access certain equipment or ven-

ues.

Studies suggest that women-identifying folks are judgedmore harshly than

men.³ So that impacts every situation inwhich I am judged: applications for shows,

residences, awards, andmore.

In a lot of ways, the book was my way of dealing with all of these barriers,

obstacles, and forces, and trying to navigate both of theseworldswhile also trying

to point out those gaps in the written history of art.

SarahMcGavran: In a research project⁴ for the local arts organisationWashington

Project for the Arts, you’ve also called attention to the ways that the fields of art

and technology perpetuate gender discrimination. Which women in those fields –

or women artists working with technology – are important for your practice, and

for this work in particular?

Michelle L. Herman: Right now one artist would be Lynn Hershman Leeson

because of her very early work using artificial intelligence and interactive techno-

logies. She had the first interactive CD-ROM video art piece, Lorna (1979–1984).

I’ve followed her work for a long time, and I actually just got to see her installa-

tion Logic Paralyzes the Heart (2021) at the Venice Biennale. Some others, in no

particular order, are Sondra Perry, Laurie Anderson, and Dara Birnbaum.

https://doi.org/10.57031/culcal.v1i1.12192
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A fewmonths after I created the book, I interviewed Legacy Russell, the author

ofGlitch Feminism, who is now the director of the Kitchen in New York.⁵ I reson-

ated with a lot of her ideas, especially the ‘glitch’ as a form of resistance – this

purposeful failure to perform as expected.

AI for beginners

SarahMcGavran: The idea of failure to perform as expectedmakes a great segue

to AI software, which still has glitches in everything from spellcheck and transla-

tion to captioning. Could you explain howGPT2works and expand on this concept

of the glitch in relationship to it?

Michelle L. Herman: This is a little more of a user-friendly answer than a technical

one. The company that developed GPT2, or Generative Pre-Trained Transformer

2, is called OpenAI. They developedGPT2 as an open-source artificial intelligence

application in 2019 to generate natural language text. So it was designed to write

text that would be really difficult to distinguish from that by humans. As I under-

stand it, the system is considered pretrained, which means that you provide the

system with a data set – or in this case texts – for it to learn how to emulate it.

In this case, GPT2 was pretrained on a database of unpublished fiction books

called Books Corpus. From there, you can ‘fine-tune’ the system by retraining it

on different texts.

For Let’s Talk Art, I collected publicly available oral history interviews of artists.

That’s the data set I used to ‘fine-tune’ or retrain the system. This resulted in the

system being able to generate new fictional oral history interviews – formatting

and all.

In terms of the glitch: I think a lot about how these systems – AI, really, any

kind of technology-based application – are largely developed by white men. Since

2015, about 92 per cent of all programmers aremale,⁶ andmore than 50 per cent

of them are white.⁷

It’s sort of a scary concept because in many ways we can see these tech-

nologies reflecting their creators, right? There are these gaps in the output, in

representation, that illustrate how these technologies really represent that white

male perspective. And sobypointingout theproblems– theglitches – it’smyhope

that we can understand and make that idea more visible, that these programs

aren’t representative of everyone and that there are a lot of implications there

when you consider how they are shaping our lives.

https://doi.org/10.57031/culcal.v1i1.12192
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SarahMcGavran: Youmake a strong case for integrating different perspectives

and subjectivities into these technologies so they can work better.

In the US art world over the past couple of years – especially in the wake

of George Floyd’s murder – there has been increasing acknowledgement that

museums and other cultural institutions don’t reflect the diversity of the general

US population in terms of collections, programming, and staff. What do you think

AI software adds to this conversation about art institutions?

Michelle L. Herman:Many of these institutions and the art world, like the GPT2

system itself,weredevelopedbyandaroundpredominantlywhitemen, so itmakes

sense they still reflect their perspective. AI shows how visible that fact is. In other

fields or even social dynamics, things can be a little more nebulous or blurry –

maybe because we can’t always see the whole picture? But when you see the

results of many of these AIs, you can’t help but think, ‘Oh, that’s a problem’.

Sometimes it makes headlines when the AI is found to be blatantly racist or

sexist, but we often write it off as a software problem and don’t consider how the

system’s creators designed it to do these things.

For instance, Amazon had an issue where they were using AI to prescreen

résumés of potential applicants. The data set they used were the résumés of

mostly male candidates they received over a 10-year period. So, the system

learned to reject women’s résumés based on keywords like collaboration, or the

wordwomen’s, in the context of having attended a women’s college.⁸ Another

incident is Google’s image recognition system. It was labelling images of Black

people as gorillas. When it was discovered, Google decided to eliminate ‘gorilla’

or ‘chimpanzee’ as possible labels rather than fixing the software.⁹

In both situations, the news coverage did seem to deflect the blame to the

software instead of the 92 per cent male programmers who designed it.

The troubling thing is howmany everyday technologies we interact with are

using these systems. This will increase in the future. I think by pointing out these

gaps and failures in representation in the people creating these technologies,

the data they are using, their assumptions, and what happens when that goes

unchecked, we can hopefully motivate the creators to address them.

https://doi.org/10.57031/culcal.v1i1.12192
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Strategies for inserting yourself into the conversation

SarahMcGavran:You have to recognise a problem in order to do something about

it. And that is exactly why it’s so important that you’ve inserted yourself into this

conversation by making art with this technology. How does your own subjectivity

come into the work? In some of the interviews, you inserted your name or your

initials, perhaps as a way to acknowledge your own position?

Excerpt from ‘The Human Experience’

MS. HERMAN: Well, there’s this thing that you can do, or you can’t do, that

applies to many artists. And I think that’s one of the things I think about the art

world. It’s not like, ‘Don’t get married. You can’t be a great artist.’ Well, I think

that’s part of the appeal of art.

MS. REEVES: Yeah, and what about, in your questions, are you interested in the

world of art, in the arts, and also the world of commerce? Or what is the reason

behind that?

MS. HERMAN:Well, I’m talking about the art world.

MS. REEVES: Okay. Do you see yourself in the art world for a long time?

MS. HERMAN: I like the idea of the craft and the artists. And the essence of

craft is human, collaborative, and creative. And also the paint is human, the ink

is human, the clay is human, the paint is human, the clay is human, and I think

that’s one of the reasons that I like the craft. And I don’t know that I’ve ever

done anything like that in my life. I just always felt that that was what I liked to

do.

Michelle L. Herman: I made decisions about what was to be included in and omit-

ted from the book. There is a curation aspect to it. I wanted tomake sure that the

interviews weren’t too similar.

I also curated the content. I spent a long time trying to get the system to actu-

ally generate interviews thatwent further. I noticed therewas a gap in that I wasn’t

seeing many (or any in some cases) discussions about gender, race, or disability.

I felt this was really telling. So I actually kept trying to generate them – tomake

them appear. It was almost like I was trying to rewrite the history bymanifesting

these interviews, but it was really challenging, and even the ones that I did get

were very surface level.

In terms of inserting myself, there’s maybe two parts to that, where I went

through all of the interviews and changed the names that the system generated.

Sometimes I did that just by rearranging letters, or I found a new name that starts

https://doi.org/10.57031/culcal.v1i1.12192
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with the same letter. And I did that because I didn’t want to refer to any real

people, living or not. So it’s possible that I may have started by changing a name

that started with ‘M’ to my name, just out of convenience.

But then there were places where I was thinking, ‘I’m going to insert myself in

this history that doesn’t exist as a way to rewrite that narrative tomake it more

representative of someone like me: people with disabilities, women’.

SarahMcGavran: I’d love to talk a little bit more about the gaps or absences in

the fictive interviews. Digital art is not discussed. And then there are absences in

terms of who is represented. Disability is a major absence.

Michelle L. Herman: Yeah, digital art in the sort of grand narrative and history of

art is relatively new, so I think that it just wasn’t in that initial data set of the ‘real’

oral history interviews that I used to fine-tune the system. Because of that, the

results would then also have that lack of representation as well.

As for the absence of disability: I don’t think I ever did find a single interview

where disability was discussed, and I’m not sure the word ‘disability’ even comes

up. And again, yes, it’s sort of pointing to that lack of representation in that initial

data set.

SarahMcGavran:Another near absence is race, which comes up only once in a

fictive interview called ‘The Right Racial Soil’. It seems to be discussed by a white

critic in tokenising terms, in the context of a conference or another event. What is

your takeaway on the following passage?

MS. DIPLOMI: Black writers and art historians from all over the country and the

East Coast, and interracial something of convenience. So I liked that […] But

then I was also interested in the fact that they were here.

Michelle L. Herman: Unfortunately, I can’t explain why it generated something

like that. There’s a flippant tone in that passage, and that is something that might

occur in that data set whenmore substantial issues are being discussed. And so

maybe it’s trying to kind of emulate that, but it’s such a superficial kind of touching

on this subject in a way that doesn’t totally make sense.

SarahMcGavran:Maybe some of us don’t have all the language that we need, or

maybe there’s even a sense of discomfort in talking about race that results in that

offensive tone.

https://doi.org/10.57031/culcal.v1i1.12192
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Michelle L. Herman: Yeah, AI is almost like amirror of the people who developed

it and what the data set is.

SarahMcGavran:What do you think this technology got right? And what did it

get wrong?

Michelle L. Herman: There’s something really interesting about the cadence and

the rhythm of the different interviews […] Now, when I read a real interview, I think,

‘this sounds like an AI generated it’. So, it got the sentence structure right, the

natural rhythm of conversation. I think it is super interesting that it was able to

emulate this very organic thing.

I expected the results to be pretty male-centric, but I was actually surprised at

the extent to which that was true. I didn’t realise how bad it was going to be.

Self-help for artists: How to fill those gaps of race and gender

SarahMcGavran: Let’s talk a little bit about how you selected and categorised

these interviews: you move frommore general art world tropes to issues of race

and gender and then on to art and language. Why did you organise the book in

this way?

Michelle L. Herman:When I was generating these batches, I would go through

them and just essentially copy and paste the interviews that were my favourites

into a Google Doc, and at some point, I just had somany that I decided, ‘I need to

organise this’.

So I started categorising them loosely based on subject matter. I think at

the beginning they were more general because that’s the corpus of data that

it had. Once I saw that, I decided I wanted to find out what the gaps were and

how to fill those gaps of race and gender, and that’s when I started trying to

generate them. So they come in at the end because that’s where I was in the

process.

At the beginning, I was thinking about it as a self-help book for navigating

the art world, or a manual for ‘how to art’. That’s also part of the reason that the

beginning is more general and talks about art school and stereotypes of what

a typical artist is concerned with or does. I wanted to complicate it a little more

towards the end.

https://doi.org/10.57031/culcal.v1i1.12192
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The art and language at the end in some ways summarises what the whole

thing is about. In a way, it’s questioning the limits of language – what isn’t being

discussed.

And then:what is art? Is art supposed tocommunicateornot?That’s something

I was really thinking about at the time: what is the purpose of art? I once really

thought that art was supposed to communicate, and I think I’ve come to a dif-

ferent understanding about what I want my art to be. While there is a level of

communication, there’s also an interplay with the viewer, who then takes from

that and creates their ownmeaning. I also do love the art historical reference to

the conceptual art collective Art and Language.¹⁰ That ties into the book well

too.

SarahMcGavran:At the end, I startedwondering, if art is supposed to communic-

ate, then who does it communicate to?What training, background, or resources

do you need to understand this obscure form of communication?

Michelle L. Herman: Something I always think about is this idea of ‘barriers to

entry’. As a woman and a woman with disabilities, being neurodiverse, as well, I’m

more cognisant of my limitations. I’m constantly second-guessing myself, and

so the art speak and performance you have to do as an artist is something that

I struggle with all the time. I’m interested in how the book pokes fun at these

expectations and helps to highlight the absurdity of this sort of theatre and the

way that artists are expected to perform.

SarahMcGavran: Some of these clichésmademe think of the process of self-

legitimisation for artists: going to art school, getting anMFA, learning art speak,

etc. If all of these things are necessary, then again it seems like it’s an impossible

barrier to get past for a lot of people, unless we start rethinking what it means to

be an artist.

Michelle L. Herman: I was originally thinking about it as this self-help book

because, as someone who works to support my practice and has to navigate

this time balance, it’s sometimes frustrating to see these traditional depictions

of what an artist is supposed to do and be. It’s not attainable. They clearly have

somebody supporting them to get where they are, and that’s not a reality for

everyone.

And so the self-help aspect is like ‘okay, if you’re not in that position, here’s

how you can fake it till youmake it’.

https://doi.org/10.57031/culcal.v1i1.12192
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Humour and absurdity: It’s funny, but it’s not

SarahMcGavran: Let’s return to humour and absurdity, which play important roles

in your practice, and especially in Let’s Talk Art. How does humour help address

sensitive topics like bias and stereotypes?

Michelle L. Herman: In a lot of my work, humour comes through partially because

that’s an aspect of my personality. But I also think that humour has this incredible

way of making complex subjects more digestible. It lets you bring your guard

down so that you can be open to seeing something in a different way. There’s

a great book, Concrete Comedy by David Robbins, about comedy’s ability to

challenge systems of power.¹¹ So, I’m really interested in strategically employing

comedy.

SarahMcGavran:Someof the interviews also have a dreamlike or evenmystifying

quality. One passage that really struckme seems to conflate being an artist and

a mother with a disastrous car crash. And for me as an art historian, I was also

reminded of AndyWarhol’s car crash series. How do you interpret the following

passage?

MS. MESSER: Yeah. We had a car accident in New York. We were driving in

Wilton […] andwe had a front end collision […] Andwewere crossed in between

two cars. And I’m running to the hospital. And they had a car that was going

to Wilton with my baby. And they were going to do a car accident and I had

a child in the car with the car. And I was on the side of the road, and I was in

a hospital. And I was in a hospital and I was dying. And I wanted to do a car

accident.

MR. FLIP: You have a son, and you’re suffering from one of your accidents.

Michelle L. Herman: ‘Rather than making a painting, I wanted to make an acci-

dent.’ I think that sort of absurdity was something that I was interested in. One

of the reasons that I have been attracted to using AI systems like this is because

it’s sort of a modern-day version of the cut-up technique used by the Dadaists

and Surrealists, where they would cut upmagazine and newspaper articles and

then rearrange the words to get this element of chance. That passage specifically

really seems like it’s by artist Hugo Ball or writer and artistWilliam Burroughs. So,

I think that chance element is also a really interesting aspect. The super absurd

juxtapositions maybe let you look at things in a different way. I really love your

https://doi.org/10.57031/culcal.v1i1.12192
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interpretation of how this disastrous car crash and the career of a woman artist

are conflatedwith having a child.When you put these things together, those sorts

of interpretations come up. I’m really excited about hearing what other people

get from that.

The Dada precedent: The absurdity of technology

SarahMcGavran: The Dadas latched onto the absurd in response to the unpre-

cedented destruction ofWorldWar I, which was the first war fought with modern

technology. They rejected everything that had come up to it, including traditional

artistic media and processes. Instead, they came up with different ways to gener-

ate art, as in the randomly selected poems that youmentioned.

Some Dadas, like Hans Arp, abhorred technology. How does this piece, which

uses technology as amedium, work with and against the Dada precedent?

Michelle L. Herman:We’ve talked about how these technologies that are largely

developed by whitemen are shaping our future. All the Facebook algorithms to

keep you on there, everything that we touch nowadays is some kind of software

that shapes our lives and our ability to move in space. One strong aspect for me is

to critique that.

I am rejecting this technology by emphasising its problems and failures, and to

argue that something needs to be done to change its trajectory.

So, I am interested in technology as both a medium and as a subject to cri-

tique.

Excerpt from ‘You Have to Be Very, Very Complex’

MS. PATRICK: Donald Trump.

MR. FINCH: Yes, he’s an illustrator.

MS. PATRICK: Yes.

MR. FINCH: And I think he has the same kind of sense of humor and creativity

that I do. And I am very impressed by those things. But I think they’re very, very,

very important when they’re shown, and I think they’re important in a sense.

But I also think the art world has become so much more sophisticated and

sophisticated, that the qualities of the artist are – I think – they’re muchmore

important.

MS. PATRICK: Right.

[…]

https://doi.org/10.57031/culcal.v1i1.12192
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MS. PATRICK: And I think that’s true of many. You know, I don’t know, I’m just a

very, very, very, very keen, very intelligent person. And I think that’s what you

have to do. You have to be an artist, and as you’re going to be an artist you’re

going to be very, very, very complicated. You have to be very, very, very, very,

very, very, very, very, very, very complex.

MS. PATRICK: Yes.

MS. PATRICK:And Iwas very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very complex.

But I think that’s what I did. And I think that’s what you have to do as well, and

that’s what you have to do.

SarahMcGavran: There’s a lot of repetition in the fictive interviews. For example,

there’s one called ‘You Have to Be Very, Very Complex’, where the interviewee

repeats the word ‘very’ nine times. How does this repetition speak to the larger

issues at hand?

Michelle L. Herman: There’s a couple of answers there: it is the system, essen-

tially getting sort of hung up on a word and can’t determine the word that should

come after it. That’s possibly because the data set also has some repetition.

But I also love how the human brain and software are not that different. I know

I get hung up on phrases or words that I’ll repeat in my head. I don’t know if it’s

just me. I can’t stop thinking of a word until I figure out something else to fixate

on.

But then, in the one that you referenced, I like that very emotional emphasis. I

read it as, ‘very complex’, which plays into the kind of performance that is expec-

ted of artists. You can’t just be […] mainstream […] you have to be very complex.

I’m interested in poking fun at this venerated performer-artist personality and

exploring it.

Where dowe go from here?

SarahMcGavran:What are some of the larger implications of Let’s Talk Art?

Michelle L. Herman:As an artist, I hope that thework inspires someone to explore

technology in their work, particularly women and women-identifying people. How

can they integrate that kind of material into their practice and, hopefully, lower

that barrier to entry a little bit. Sometimes even for someone like me, who is

working in technology, there are hurdles that you have to get over – I like to call

https://doi.org/10.57031/culcal.v1i1.12192
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them paywalls. It’s difficult to evenmake those connections in the industry, and

so it’s my hope that the work would invite people to talk tome about it and inspire

them.

SarahMcGavran: That also makesme think that a fundamental issue here is the

stereotype that women aren’t good at science. One of the things that we need to

do is expand that data set by bringingmore women into these fields so that we

don’t keep ending up with results like this.

Michelle L. Herman: The perception that women don’t like science and techno-

logy is something that I’ve certainly experienced. But then once you’re in it, there

are all these factors that are essentially pushing you out. And so it feels like, ‘Okay,

you’ve made it over one barrier, but there are like ten more coming at you’. It’s the

culture itself, the attitudes, the way we treat people within that industry. There’s a

toxic culture that I think needs to change too. So, beyond just bringing people in,

we need to figure out how to keep them here, because women, women of colour,

they’re getting pushed out. There was an article I read that said that half of all

women in tech leave the tech industry at age 35.¹² That’s when they just can’t

take it anymore.

Sarah McGavran: Given the context of Culture Caleidoscoop, do you see any

avenues for socially engaged, community-based projects using AI?

Michelle L. Herman: I think there are definitely a lot of applications, again, being

cognisant of what the software does, is capable of, and what it represents. I’d

love to see AI-generated biographies of women artists, inserting them in some

way throughout art history or using that as a basis for an intervention onWiki-

pedia (another male-dominated technology where 87 per cent of editors are

male).¹³

Postscript by the interviewer

Although I initially framed this interview to focus on Herman’s use of AI software

to expose bias, our conversation taught me that Let’s Talk Art is about somuch

more than that. The work challenges us to thinkmore broadly about howwomen,

individuals with disabilities, people of colour, andmembers of other marginalised

groups can insert themselves into these narratives and fields andmake change.
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I also hope this interviewmotivates others to elevate the voices of artists with

different backgrounds, identities, and abilities so that, together, we can begin to

correct the imbalance in the art world’s ‘data sets’ through expanded representa-

tion.
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